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INSENSITIVE EXPLOSIVE STUDIES USING

by

Richard D. Dick
.

‘University of California

PHERMEX*

Los Alanms Sc~entiffc Laboratory
Los Alamos, Newliexico 87545

Abstract

Flash radiographs were obtalnedof Insensitive explosives (mixtures

of TATB explostve and Kel-F binder) of”several shapes using the PHEIWEX

flash x-ray facllityat thel.os Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The purpose

was to examine radiographically the corner-turning ability of an insensi-

tive explosive, the character of the expanding detonation wave from a

spherical initiation, and the characteristics of colliding detonation

waves. A comparison of certain aspects of the corner-turning properties

of the insensitive explosive is readswith a sensitive explosive ..

(Composition B). Measurement’-;from the radiogrqh are used to calculate

a C-J pressure and a y value for the insensitive explosives and these are

compared to data from sensitive explos~ves.

Introduction

. Wgorous experimental and theoretical programs to understand the

behavior of insensitive and sensitive explosives are in progress at the

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

●

work performed under the auspices of the Ekrgy Research and Development
Administration



Some areas of studyof insensitive explosives are “

the following: models for the detonation process, measurements of

detonation around.a corner, detonation spreading froma localized
.“

Initiation, and effects of colliding detonation waves. The roleof

PHERMEX is to obtain flash radiographs from which quantitative

measurements can be obtained and which also provide a unique opportunity

to see the phenomena of interest in perspective. This paper describes

several PliERMEXexperiments pertinent to the insensitive explosive
9

program.

X-0219 and X-0290 Explosives

The insensitive explosives under study are two different mixtures

of TATB (triaminotrinitrobenzene) explosive and Kel-F binder. They are

designated X-0219

Both are solid with

and machined. Both

(90% TATB/10% Kel-F) and X-0290 (95% TATB/5% Kel-F).

3a density of about 1.9 Mg/m and are readily ?resssd

explosives are very difficult to detonate and

require the vse of a booster of sensitive explosive such as a layer

of Composition B or 9404 for initiation. Once full detonation begins

lt is self-sustaining with a specific ene~y release comparable to that

of Composition B.

Corner-lurninq Experiments

An important property ofan explosive in practical applications

1s the abilityof the detonation wave to turn a corner and propagate

unabated. In a sensitive explosive such as Composition B thed~tonation

front can turn a sharp corner with little or no loss in energy release.’

This is not the case, however, for insensitive explosives like X-0219

and X-0290.2 A series of flash radiographic experiments has been per-

formed to observe the corner-turning or divergence capability and the

existence of an unreacted zone in X-0219 and X-0290.
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Figure 1 ts a cross-section viewofa typical shot asstily Includfng

the setup-dimensions,and the position of the WiERUEX beam axis @AX).

The explosive charge was L-shaped with 90° corners and was 146 nm thick.

A Lucite plate cemented to the explosive served as a mechanical support

and as a means for determining some of the explosive paraumters. Oetana-

tionof the Insensitive explosiv~ WBS accomplished bya P/081 plane

wave explostve lens and a 9404 explosivl?booster. Each shot was

positloned so that the PliERMEXmachine beam axis was near tho location

of the anticipated unreacted zone, which was left behind after the

detonation wave had propagated past the 90° corner. Oynamic radiographs

were taken at different times to follow the progress of the detonation

front as it propagated beyond the corner.

The X-ray target-to-shotcenter distance was 1.83 mand shot center-

to-film distance was 1.22 m resulting in a radiographicmagnification

of 1.67. A conical film protector contained the film package which

was composed of combinations of KodakAA and KK industrial X-ray film

and l+mn-thick lead screens. Figure 2 is a schematic drawing of the

experimental setup at the firing point. For these experiments the X-

ray pulse duration was 40 ns with radfatlon levels of 10 to 20 R

measured in air at 1 m,

A reproduction ofa typical dynamic rad~ograph from the experiments

containing X-0219 is show! fn Ffg. 3. The time of thts radiograph was

45,04 us measured from applfcatlon of the trigger voltage to the firing

set. The times for the other experiments ar~ llsted in Table 1.
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The dlstlngutshing features (see Fig. 3) of the radiographs are the

cuwed and well-defined detonation front in X4219. the large trfangular-

shaped zcmes (light area on the photograph) of cmpressed @xploslv@,

the sharply defined boundary bet- the coqww!ssed zone and t%e

explosive gases on the side toward the comer, the complex circular gas

flow pattern connected to the dense zone, the presence of a S1ightly

cuwad shock wave tn the Lucfte, ●nd t~e slanted front and back surfaces

of tht Lucft@ plate. Less obvious features are the gradual fncre~st in

film deaslty (decrease in material density] as the eye proceeds left

fmm the dense spot into the gaseous region and the rarefactlon front

extendtng back into the detonation products.

A red$ograph of a shot using X-0290 4s shoun in Ftg. 4. The

detonation characteristks are stmiler to those of X*OZI9 except tha stze

of the coqwwised spot fs constd@rably smaller tn X-0290.

An fnterpretatIon of the betwtor of the insensitiveexplosfvas

fraa these corner-turning exparlments ts as follows. As tha detorwthn

front propagates past the r{ght angle, a compressed and probably unre-

acted zone begtns to bufld. This zone changes stze, thape, and !Ocatfon

as the progresses. This is illustrated $n the cqmslte drawfngs of

Figs. 5 and 6, The sfze and area of the zone are Ilsted in Table 1.

The detonation front, wh!ch originally was tt the apex of the triangular

shaped zone, travels down the sfde of the trfangle leavlng behtn~ the

Isolated raglon of unreacted but compressed explosfve. It appears nat

the zone has advanced to the right from the corner at a veloclty of
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about 2.6 ws In X-GZ19 and 2.2 Ian/sin X-0290. These Zones seem to

persist as undetonated regions for faanyaticrosecondsafter fonnatlon

and may never detonate in the normal sense.

Heasuraments of the average detonation veloclties from the time

sequenced radhgraphs illustrated ifiFtgs. 5 and 6 tndicate a 13%

decrease In velocity In X-0219 from the normal value of 7.53 km/s and

● 20%decre se from the normal velocity”of 7.63 km/s fn X-0290.

These percentages are not precise but the trend suggests a reduction

$n pressure after the detonatton frent turns through an angle of about

45°● There is a signiftcant dffference between X-0219 and X-0290 fn

the distance between the leading partof the detonation wave and the

positlon of the wave at the alr-explostve interface after detachment

from the unreacted zones. This Is also shown tn Figs. 5 imd 6.

Some measurements fm the radiographs weri?uscd to provide a more

quantftattve description of the behavfor of X-0219 an4 X-0290. Some

cmsuresmts and calculatforal results are Ilsted In I’ableI. Tim angles

a and $ listed In Table I are deffned fn F@s. S and 6. The column

headfng ‘t, ~, h, and area’”are the radl~graphlc time, distance of the

apex of the triangular spot from the 90” corner, the height of the spot,

and the approxlmat! area of the compressed region. From a measurement

of the angle O froa the radiographs, the shock speed (Us) In the Lucite

{s determined from the equation

U~DDsine ,

where D fs the known detonation velocity In the explosive. Then from

the known Hugoniot of the Lucite, defined3 by

U$ ~ 2,26+ 1.82 Up and P. “ 1.18Mg/m3,
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the pressure (P), particle velocity (Up), afiddensity (P) for the Lucite

are calculated. These values are llsted in Table I. The angle aassocl-

ated with the Lucite back surface could be measured from the radiographs

but a more precise value can be calculated fran the equation4

where ooand oarethe initial and final density of the Lucite. Once a

and the pressure in the Lucite are known, the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J)

pressure of each insensitive explosive was calculated froma game-law

analysis5 for an explosive. The basic equation is

P
E=—

p(y-1) - Q ‘

where Eand pare the energy and density, respectively, behind the detona-

tion front, y is a constant for the explosive, and Q is tba energy release

from the detonation reaction. The calculational procedure is to choose a

value for y that reproduces the measured pressure in the Lucite and the

angle a, given the detonation velocity and the initial density of the

explosive. The valueof y determined in this manner is not very accurate

because the measurement of o Is not precise and because the shock impedances

of the explosive and Lucite are poorly matched. The calculated va!ucs

for y, the detonation pressure (C-J pressure), and other parameters for

the two insensitive explosives are compared in Table II with some data

for several sensitive explosives.6,7

f)iver~enceExperiments w?th Al~inum in the Corner——

Some experiments in which a detonation wave propagates past a 90°

corner containing aluminum were conducted using X4219 and X-0290 explosive.
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Thls arrangement 1s slmllar to experfmentsaconducted several years

ago with Composltlon B. The experl~ntal setup 1s Illustrated In

Fig. 7. A P/081 lens sfmultaneously sent a shock wave Into the alumf-

nm block and detonated the explosive. A radiograph was taken after

the detonation front traveled around the corner and Interacted with a

low amplltude shock wave transmitted Into the exploslve fran the alumlnua.

The radiographic geomtry was 4.) m frun tlw!target to the shot

and 0.9mfran shotto fll~making the radiographicmagnification 1.22.

The fllm package conslstealof a Kodak AA ftlm betw-n two 1-sm-thick

lead scream, double lead-screened Kodak AA and KK fIlms, and a sln91e

l-nan-thicklead screen In front of a KK fIlm. The package was protected

In a conical film cassette. For this series of shots a radlatlon pulse

width of 100 ns was used provldlng about 25 Rat 1 m.

Figure 8 Is a schematic drawing of the more Important dlscontl-

nultles from typical radiographs Involvlng 90° alunlnum corners. As

11lustrated an ●ssenttally stratght detonation wave curves downward and

meets the lowamplltude shockwave (estlamted tobe 5 GPa) in the

explosive. A fan-shaped interaction region of (probably undetonated)

explosive compressed by abwt 8 bPa of pressure extends toward the comer

from the intersectingwaves. Also shown on the schematic are reflected

shock waves and a span plane In the aluminum thct are observed on the

radiograph. The radiograph of the shot with a conffguratfon ldentlcal

to that for Fig. 8 but usfng X-0290 shows the same features except the

InteractIon zone Is sllghtly smaller.

Figure 9 Is a reproduction of a radiograph from one of the

previous tests usfng Cmnposltlon B. Figure 10 is a radiograph franan
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experlment usfng X-0219 and fs show here for c~arlson to Fig. 9.

The features of the

zone creat~ by the

In Coapositlon B Is

tw radiographs are slmllar ●xcept the undetonated

Interaction of the detonation wave ad shockwave

conflnd to a wII area in the vlclnlty of the

~ntersectlon (see Fig. 9). This Is In contcast to the large unreected

zones In X-0219 (and In X-0290) extendtng back Into the explosive

(SCM Fig. 10). It also appears that a “nactlon has occurred In Cwposl -

tlon B in the space behind the shockwave but not In the Insensltlve

explosives.

Collldlnq Detonation Uaves

These experlmnts wre to pro~lde radiographic data of the inter-

action zone produced by the colllsion of detonation waves after turning

90° along curved sections of x-0219 and X-W90 exploslve. A diagraa of

the experlmnts fs shown in F19. 11. The ●tis of the U-shaped exploslve

were detonated siwltaneously using P/081 lenses and booster charges.

The radiograph was tlmd to occur almt 500 ns after the detonation waves

colllded at the top. A target-to-shotdistance of 1.83 m and the shot-to-

film dlstanc~of 1.22 mwas used for all the shots. The film package,

film cassette, and processing were sfmllar to those In the corner-tumlng

experinmts.

Figure 12 Is a reproduction of a shot using X-0219 ●xplosive

featuring the colllslon zone. Unfortunately, the radiographic tlmewas

0.5 to 1.OVS too late and, consequently, some of the expected details

were lost. The important features to be noted In Fig. 12 are the sharp

boundrles of the shock waves proceeding back Into the exploslve gases

after collision and the seemingly constant density behind the two fronts
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●xcept for the fonaation of rarefactlon waves in the lower part of

the colllsfon zone.

shock wave resultlng

area are observable.

In addition thecmtward expanding gases and the

from the gases converging toward the center of the

A similar experiment using X-0290 is shown in Fig. 13. In

this test the time was adjusted to provide a radiograph about 100 ns

after collfsion. The Imageson the radiograph are the two shock waves

reflecting back into the gases after collision producing a high pressure

reqion between the two fronts, the detomtion waves before collision,

and an undetonated region. Also obse~able are the outward expanding

detmation gases, the converging gases, and a rarefaction wave behind

tb detonation waves.

There were no large or

the two shock waves preceding

rarefaction waves moving away

abrupt material density changes between

i~to the e~plosive gases except for’the

from the synnetry plane. In addition

there were no high-veloctty jets attributed to the CO1lision process

●nd in general there were no surprises In the character of the collision zones.——

S!&!!MY

The usefulness of the PHERMEX machine was again demonstrated by the

qualIty of the radiographs and the image detail on the film in ‘the study

Of the explosives reported in this paper. This fcmnof flash radio-

graphy has provided direct observation of detonation processes character-

istic of insensitive (and sensft’lve)explosives that were previously

only conjecture. With more extensive analyses of the radiographs,

quantitativ~ data concerning areal mass distribution, precise definition

of edges md ciiscontinuities,and equation-of-state parameters can be

detcrmintid. The experiments discussed in the text represent sc~eral of

-~ possible approaches to the study of explosives. Some conclusions

resulting t’wm the e~oerlments are listed below.
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corner-turntng experiments the con-luslons are as follows:

(1) In the open corner experlamts on X-0219 and X-0290a zone of com-

pressed but undetonated explos{ve is crl?atedby the detonation wave

sweeping past the 90° corner. The size of this unreacted region Is

about ten times larger for X-0219 than for X-0290 suggesting that X-0290

has the better corner-turning abllity. As detonation progresses around

the comer the detonation front separa&d and moved away from the unre-

ected zone leavlng the zone cmnpletely enveloped by the exploslve

products. The zone retains fts shape and approximate size and seem

to persist for many microseconds. (2) The detonation velocities in

X-0219 and X-0290 decrease significantly as the front turns the corner

Indicating a reduction in detonation pres?ure. (3) Uith aluminum in

the corner the interaction In X-0219 and X-0290 of the detonation wave

al~da low amplitude shock w~ve transmitted from the aluminum into the

explosive created a large and well defined unreacted zone. Similar

studies wfth Composition B explosive indicate that only a small or no unre-

acted zone is formed at tileinteraction point. (4) The detonation

pressures for X-0219 and X-0290 are approximately the same and both

are comparable to Composition B.

The radiographs of the colliding detonation wave experiments

revealed no unusual behavior,
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TABLE I

Shot
No.

1071

1082

1078

1079

1072

1083

SOME RESULTS FROM THE X-0219

X-0290 BOOT EXPERIMENTS

AND

I&

X-0219 (D = 7.53 km/s and P. = 1.914 Mg/m3)

47.06 43.98 li.6 13.8

45.61 45.04 13.8 12.0

46.04 15.5 12.0

X-0290 (D = 7.63 km/s and PO =1.892Mg/ms)

46.15 41.00 3.0 7.8

46.49 43.72 9.9 4.6

46,71 44.49 10.8 3.6

Area
(m’)

120

120

90

14

14

10

Lucite Compressed Zone

. &!aJkL.LA&u9h Mass
HE 19L&

X-0219 ;0.98 5.45 1.76 11.3 1.74 33 2.6

X-0290 11.10 5.53 1,80 11.8 “1.75 4 2.2

aSpeed of the unreacted zone from the 90° corner.
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TABLE 11

COMPARISON OF X-0219 ANDX-0290 INSENSITIVE

EXPLOSIVEWITHOTHEREXPLOSIVES

Oblique Detonation Induced Pressures (GPa)

@_ ~ H&g Lucite

Composition B

X-0219

X-0290

Explosive Parameters

00

HE @q/m3)

THT 1.637

18.9 20.5 12.1 1005
*

11.3

11.8

Composition B 1.713

Cyclotol 1● 743

RDX 1.767

X-0219 1.914

. X-0290 1.892.

~ckl
w
2.153

2.331

2.366

2.375

2.70

2.70

‘CJ
m

18.9

29.2

31.3

33.8

31.7

32.9

‘CJ
MM&

1.664 6.942

2.127 8.018

2.173 8.252

2.213 8.637

2.20 7.53

2.28 7.63

2.770

2.798

2 ● 904

2.43

2.36
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“Llst of FiQures

Fig. No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

. 10,

110

12.

13,

Cross section of a typical corner-turning experiment. All

dimensions are mflllmeters.

Typical firing site geometry used for the explosives experiments.

Reproduction of dynamic radiograph of corner-turning shot using

X-0219.

Dynamic radiograph froman expe~iment using X-0290 exp?osive.

Composite diagramof the features from radiographs from three

X-0219 explosive experiments.

Composite diagram of the features from radiographs from three

X-0290 explosive experiments

Cross section of a divergence experiment with aluminum in the

corner. Al1

Schematic of

X-0219 and a

Reproduction

dimensions are “inmillimeters.

the various waves from a radiograph involving

90° aluminum corner.

of a radiograph containing Composition B and a 90°

aluminum corner.

Reproduction of a radiograph containing X-0219 explosive and a

90° aluminum corner.

Diagramof the

dimensions are

Colliding wave

C~llidina wave.

colliding detonation wave experiments. Al1

in millimeters.

results in X-0219.

results in X-0290.
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